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Abstract 

The Kyoto Protocol (KP) requires an accounting system thai is meant to separate 

anthropogenic (including natura! but human-induced) from natura! greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions. This approach is not expedient for COi; over and above the standard 

argument thai humanity's footprint on the carbon cycle is hard to distinguish from 

nature's. The choice of favouring an accounting system, which includes the human

induced part ofnature "by agreement" but may be faulty, over an accounting system, 

which includes all natura! sources but exhibits great uncertainties, is crucial for 

compliance. The extent to which neglect of full carbon accounting (FCA) and 

uncertainty in the Kyoto policy process may threaten the compliance process is 

unknown. The recently complctcd country-scalc FCA study of Austria, our second such 



case study (the first being of Russia), builds a bridge from FCA to partia! accounting 

under the KP and also considers uncertainty. The studies point to significant gaps in the 

methodology bchind the KP for accounting GI-IG emissions, some ofwhich had been 

foreseen in theory by studying carbon accounting vis-a-vis unccrtainty on a systems

analysis basis, and assess how lhese gaps can be bridged. 

Keywords: Kyoto Protocol; Full carbon accounting; Uncertainty; Verification; Net emission changes; 

Austrian Carbon Database 

1. Introduction 

T11e Kyoto Protocol (KP) contains the first iegally binding commitments to limit 

or rcduce the human-induced emissions of six grcenhouse gas (GI-IG) groups (CO2, 

CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, and SF6) (UNFCCC, 1998a). Two crucial issues that had not 

appropriately been takcn into account at the time of writing the KP relate to full carbon 

accounting (FCA) and accounting for uncertainty (Bolin, 1998; German Advisory 

Council on Global Change, 1998; Steffen et al., 1998; Schulze et al., 2002). The extent 

to which neglect of these two issues may threaten the KP and its compliance proccss is 

stili unknown. 1-Iere we present the reccnlly completcd counlry-scale FCA study of 

Austria (Jonas and Nilsson, 2001), our second such case study, the first being ofRussia 

(Nilsson et al., 2000). The Austrian study builds a bridge from FCA to partia! 

accounting syslems such as that mentioned und er the KP, and also considers 

uncertainly. The Iwo country studies lead Io conclusions of generał relevance, some of 

which had bcen foreseen in lheory by sludying carbon accounling vis-a-vis uncertainty 

on a syslems-analysis basis (Jonas er al., 2000; Nilsson er al., 2001; Victor, 2001 ), 

affinning thai the KP requires major rcvision Io appropriately deal wilh the Earth 

system. 



We studied the detection ofuncertain net emission changes (emission signals) in 

order to uncover the gaps in the methodology behind the KP for accounting GHG 

emissions and to assess how these gaps can be bridged. FCA is increasingly regarded 

by scientists as the relevant basis for negotiating GHG emission reductions. However, 

no practical guide exists thai describes how FCA and, subsequently, logical partia! 

carbon accounting (PCA) envisaged under the KP or the Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines 

for National GHG Inventories (hereafter 1996 GHG Guidelines), should be carried out 

(Steffen et al., 1998; UNFCCC, 200 I; Schulze et al., 2002). Accounting for uncertainty 

is addressed by the IPCC Good Practice Guidance for the anthropogenic sectors Energy, 

Industrial Processes, Agriculture, and Wasie (Penman et al., 2000). In the Land Use 

Change and Forestry (LUCF) sector, the uncertainty issue is believed to have becn 

solved, at least for Article 3.4 activities (forest management, agricultural activities), 

with the introduction of country-specific allowable-sink caps during the Sixth and 

Seventh Sessions of the Conference of the Part i es to the UNFCCC (UNFCCC, 200 I; 

Schulze et al., 2002). Nevertheless, the two issues are interrelated: the uncertainty issue 

cannot be resolved without properly addressing FCA, which is only one reason for 

predictions thai the Kyoto Protocol will not accomplish its mission (Jonas et al., 2000; 

Nilsson et al., 2001; Victor, 2001). 

Our Austrian study resulted in the production of a carbon-consistent database. 

The Austrian Carbon Database (ACDb) is organized inio five modules: AGRO 

(Agriculture), CONSU/WASTE (Consumption and Wasie), ENERGY (Energy), 

FOREST (Forestry), and PROD (Production) (Jonas and Nilsson, 200 I). lt uses 

publicly available data, including measured data, from around 1990 and emphasizes the 

transparent understanding ofboth mean values and uncertainties. The ACDb does not 

replace existing, officially agreed and widely accepted Austrian databases; instead, il 

provides a thematically less dctailed but carbon-consistent standard thai allows 

quantification of the uncertainties undcrlying these databases w hen thcy are u sed in a 



wider (Austrian-integrated) context. The database was dcsigned using insights gained 

from IIASA's full carbon account for Russia (Nilsson et al., 2000) and took into 

consideration other research and sectoral inventory or accounting studies carricd out in 

Austria (Orthofer et al., 2000; Weiss et al., 2000; Winiwartcr and Rypdal, 2001 ). 

However, in contras! to IIASA's Russian study, from the beginning the ACDb study 

explicitly evaluated uncertainty. Proper treatment ofuneertainty is particularly critical 

in order to ensurc thai the Parties' compliance with the KP can be verified and that the 

Protocol will function (Fig. I). 

2. Thcorctlcal invcstigatlons (dcductive research) 
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Both FCA and accounting for unccrtainty are closely associated with theoretical, 

top-down rcsearch (phase I; Section 2), which was carried out prior to the applied, 

bottom-up ACDb study (phase Il; Scction 3 ). The central issues addressed in phase I are 

methods for carbon accounting (Scction 2.1 ), verification of systems exhibiting different 

dynamics (Section 2.2), and Kyolo-eligible market mechanisms (Scction 2.3). 

The dcfinition ofverification used as a refercnce was taken from the IPCC 

(Penman et al., 2000: Annex 2). lt is sufficient as il specifies verification toward the 

intended purpose of the KP, which can only be done from an atmospheric point of view: 

What matters is what the atmosphere sees! 

1.1 Metlwds for carbon acco11nting 

111e KP's principal spatial rcporting unit is partia! Gł-IG accounting (PGA) on the 

country scale. This implies thai net emission changes of specified GHGs (including 

allowable sinks) are verifiable on this spatial scalc over a fixed period of time from a 

base year. To account for changes in anlhropogcnic CO2-equivalcnt emissions (referred 

to as fossil fucl or FF emissions) over time, the KP stipulatcs thai mean values are to be 

compared on the basis ofpercenlages (ofboth the base year and the commitmenl 



peńod) (UNFCCC, 1998a: Annex B). Sublracling mean values (referńng either to the 

beginning and end of the commitment period or to the base year and commitment 

peńod) is proposed for LUCF activilies. Changes in net LUCF emissions are added to 

the countńes' change in FF emissions (UNFCCC, 1998b: Decision 9/CP.4; UNFCCC 

2001). 

The IPCC defines uncertainty with respcct to two prc-dcfined points in time 

(Noble et al., 2000: Section 2.3.7; Penman et al., 2000: Chaptcr 6). Fig. 2 reflccts this 

concept, based on two different types ofuncertainty, total and trend uncertainty1• The 

figure shows thai the knowledge oftotal uncertainty at only two limes may lead to 

interpretational difficulties as to what the emission signal is and whether or not it is 

greater than its underlying uncertainty. A physically based concept, which we have 

named veńfication time (VT) concept, that grasps total uncertainty dynamically over 

time (see Section 2.2) provides a more adeąuate basis for dealing with this uncertainty

verification issue. Trend uncertainty is not favoured by researchers in the field of signal 

detection because il provides only second-order infonnation (the change of a change); 

thai is, trend uncertainty cannot veńfy a realised change in net emissions. 

In contras!, global carbon research focuses largely on global-scale FCA. 

Atmospheńc carbon measurements, including those of carbon isotopes and atmospheric 

oxygen as well as eddy-covańance measurements, allow for FCA on the global scale 

and offer the potentia) to distinguish between FF, terrestńal biospheric, and oceanie CO2 

sources and sinks. However, they do not distinguish betwcen a Kyoto biosphere and a 

1 The tolal (or Jevel) uncertainiy reflects our real diagnostic (accounting) capabilities, thai is, the 

uncertainty that underlies our past as well as our cull"cnt obse1vations (accow1ts) and that we will have to 

cope with in reality at same time in the futw-e {c.g., commitmcnt year). TI1c trend uncertainty rcflccts the 

uncertninty of the diffcrence in net cmissiom; betwecn two years. 



11011-Kyoto biosphere1·3. The division of the terrestńal biosphere inio aKyoto and a 

11011-Kyoto component thus eliminatcs the possibility of top-down vcrification . 
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Looking ahcad, we considcr the merging of the bottom up-top down ( dual 

constrained) veńfication, as pursued by the global carbon research community, with the 

tempora! veńfication, as demanded by the KP, as a major research challenge. Box I 

visualizcs this challenge graphically. 

2.2 Verijication ofsystems exMbiting dijferent dynamics and uncertainties 

To analyze the impact ofuncertainty on the vcrification ofsystems exhibiting 

different dynamics and unccrtaintics, we considercd the aforcmentioncd VT conccpt, 

which rcquires that the absolute change in net carbon emissions (signal), IL1F • ., (t 1 ~ at 

time tz (c.g., commitment year), with refercnce to time t1 (e.g., base ycar) (t, < tz), be 

greater than the total (absolute) uncertainty in the net carbon emissions at time tz, E(tz), 

that is, IL1F.., (t 1 ~ > c(t 1 ) (Jonas et al., 1999). Under the assumption that linear 

approximations are sufficicnt for our purposes, we obtain an cxpression for the VT until 

the signal outstńps uncertainty: 

Lit> c(t,) 

ldF.,,I -(dc) ' 
dt ,, dt ,, 

( I) 

2 Articles 3.3 and 3.4 ofłhe Kyoto Protocol stipulnte thnt human activities related to LUCF sincc 1990 

can be used to meet 2008- 2012 commitments. Herc, the part of the terrestrial biosphcre that is atTected by 

these Kyoto-compJiant LUCF activitics is referred to as the Kyoto hiosphere. and its complement, as the 

non-Kyoto biosphel'e. 

3 Top-down FCA on sub-global scalcs faccs a number of additional fW1damentaJ as wcll as practical 

limitations. See Jonas and Nilsson (2001: Scction 3.1.5) for dctails. 



requiring thai the signal be greater than the change in uncertainty: 

ldF,,,,I >(dt:) . 
dt ,, dt ,, 

(2) 

Incquality (I) can be used to study the combination of net emissions of both 

Kyoto-eligible LUCF activities and FF burning on national scales. A great amount of 

uncertainty in the net emission account (numerator) and/or a relatively small rate of net 

emission change (denominator) owing to the implementation ofLUCF activities may 

cause the VT to become very great (for simplicity, we assume no change in uncertainty 

here and in the following) (Fig. 3a, b). Therefore, a major political challenge in using 

the PGA framework of the KP is to demonstrate thai no country can validly claim 

benefits by implementing LUCF (e.g., afforestation and reforestation) activities. By 

doing so, these countries would gain an advantage over others thai manage only FF 

emissions !hat are verifiable at the time of commitment. In other words, by 

implementing LUCF activities, countries could potcntially escape non-compliance 

sanctions by claiming thai their carbon accounts rcquire more time for verification. 

2.3 Market mechanisms 

The KP endorses market mechanisms thai allow Anncx I Parties to reduce 

emissions with and witl10ut non-Annex I Parties. To avoid breakdown of the carbon 

trading market due to competition and poor-quality reporting, Obersteiner et al. (2000) 

proposed a veritication clause for emissions trading. They developed a system for 

pricing uncertainty in the process of rccognizing unccrtain cmission rcductions. 

Biospheric measures were not a priori disqualitied despite the great uncertainty they 

carry. Tempora! verifiability of national GHG cmission changes-assured by a 

sufficiently small VT-was acknowledgcd and adhered to bcforc permission was given 

to explore altcmative economic paths. Thai is, system constraints (herc, reprcscntcd by 

the VT) were set before the cconomy was liberalized. This approach can be gencralized 



with respect to environmental indicators ofbiosphcric systems that go beyond the 

concerns of reducing carbon emissions. To ensure that additional environmental 

constraints (e.g., sustainability criteria) arc fulfilled, they need to be introduced as an 

essential precondition bcfore economic measures are permitted to take effect. lt is this 

reasoning that underlics the numerous attempts to introduce the notion of sustainability 

and other environmental standards inio the KP (Nilsson, 200 I; Obersteiner et al., 200 I). 

However, the entire Kyoto policy process has run in the opposite direction so far: the 

cconomy has becn liberalized while the cnvironmcntal constraints havc not yet bcen 

specified. 

A weakness of economic approaches-the assumption of linear dynamics-is also 

illustrated by examination of Obersteiner et al. (2000). The physical reality is more 

complex. Annex I Parties typically exhibit a dynamical PCA bchaviour in regard to FF 

emissions limited to CO2 (PCA(FF: CO2)) thai is nonlinear on short time scales (Gusli 

and Jęda, 2002). The conseąuences can be vexing (Fig. 3c, d). TI1e systems' properties, 

in our case the VT, behave nonlinearly as wcll (in fact, the VT begins to jump). 

Superimposing such a system on a system thai exhibits a slow (linear or nonlinear) 

dynamical behaviour and/or great uncertainties makes matters worse. lnstead of 

mastering nonlinear PCA(FF: CO2) systems by minimising their non-verifiable time 

periods, we do the opposite and increasc these periods by combining systems with 

different dynamics and/or uncertainties, for example, PCA(FF: CO2) and PCA(LUCF) 

systcms, or even PGA(FF: CO2) and PGA(FF: non-CO2) systcms. A physically 

adequate treatment would requirc interdcpcndent cost functions for cmission and 

uncertainty reductions, as well as cnsured verifiability and the preservation of 

environmental standards. 

Preeautionary thinking lcads to the conclusion thai the KP musi scparatc systems 

and lackie them individually . Evcn if systems arc treatcd separately, highly complcx 



problems remain thai require systems analysis, taking inio account environmental and 

possibly other considerations. 

3. lnsights from cxpcricncc (inductivc rcscarch) 

A specific insight gained during work on the ACDb FOREST module relates to 

the availability of the "two-sided" statistics that Austria as a "data-rich" country 

providcs in a number of cases (Section 3.1 ). These generally disagree, olfering the rare 

possibility of scrutfoising the quality of country rcviews where the countrics have 

provided only "one-sided" statistics. In the short lenn, increased data richness will 

probably uncover more such predicaments. The national-scale implications of thcse 

"two-sided" statistics are followed up in the ENERGY module (Section 3.2). 

3.1. Specijic insight 
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In assembling the FOREST module for 1988-1994, the disagreements between 

two ''two-sided" statistics had to be ovcrcome. The first disagreement is associated with 

the exploitation-harvest discrepancy between Austria's Forest Invcntories and the 

Austrian Wood Dalance. The second disagreement relates to the conscrvation ofmatter, 

namely, between the left- and right-hand sides of the cquation tempora/ change in 

standing stock = net growth minus exp/oitation. To bridge thcse statistical 

inconsistencics, we utilized the conccpt of an uncertainty range, covering the measured 

biases of the two individual statistics plus cach oftheir standard deviations (random 

errors) (Nilsson et al., 2000: Section 2.5; Jonas and Nilsson, 200 I: Section 2.2.2)4. 

4 This uncertainty concept acknowledges the existence of both available knowlcdge and Jack of 

knowJedge when accow1ting net carbon emissions. However, Jack of knowledge is addressed in a way 

that is nccessary but not sufficient. The concept is in accordance with the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO, 1995), which distinguishes betwecn „Type A" and "Type B" unccrtaintics. Type A 

is the evaluation ofuncertainty by the statistical analysis ofa scrics ofobscJVations. Type 8 is the 



JO 

Applying this concept twice, we caii thus assign an overall relative uncertainty to the 

mass balance equation that takes the exploitation-harvest discrepancy into account. This 

relative uncertainty is >40% and falls inio class 5 of our scale, white the left- and right

hand sides of the mass balance equation fali inio classes 5 and 4 (20-40%), 

respcctively5• 

How meaningful is a KP embcddcd with uncertainties derived from non

standardised systems vicws, or from "one-sided" statistics? The accounting of forest

related LUCF activities follows the /emporo/ change in standing stock (i.e., the left

hand side of the law ofconservation ofmatter) (UNFCCC, 1998b: Decision 9/CP.4; 

UNFCCC 2001). This side of the equation revcals the greater unccrtainty, potentially 

even greater than 100% (if non-permanent survey plots are used thai do not permit the 

evaluation of uncertainty by any ot her mcans (see Jonas and Nilsson, 2001: Scction 4.1.2 for details). For 

the ACDb, we chose the 68% confidence total to report uncertainty because striving for a higher, pure1y 

mathematical confidcnce Jevcl cannot be justificd physically as long as we have to cope with uncertainty 

ranges as a resuJt of inconsistent or missing knowledge in rea lizing full carbon accounts. 

5 [n the ACDb, the calculation ofuncertaintics follows the law ofuncertainty propagation, which reąuires 

that the data be nonnally or "close-to-normally" distributcd and not correlatcd among one anothcr. 

However, this may not always be the case, and the necd for pragmatic approximations ariscs. In addition, 

in a great number of cases it tums out to be advisable for physical reasons to simplify calculations. We 

found an our (total) uncertainty catculations and approximations to be quite robust whcn utilising five 

rclative uncertainty classe~: class 1: 0-5%, class 2: 5-10%, class 3: to-20%, class 4: 20-40%, and class 

5: >40%. The definition ofthese classes is arbitrary and attempts to satisfy simple praclical considcrations 

as to how many difTcrent intervals we wantcd to resolvc (sce Jonas and Nilsson, 2001: Scction 4.1.3 for 

dctails). The relalivc uncertainty classcs constitule a robust mcans to get an cffcctive grip on 

uncertainties. The rcporting of cxact uncc11aintics is notjuslified in light of the inconsistcnt accounting of 

carbon undcr the KP and for the rcasons mcntioncd in footnotc no. 4. 



reduction ofuncertainty due to corrclation). Two large numbers are subtracted from 

each other and the small differencc bctween them entails a great uncertainty. 

To conclude, PCA undcr both the 1996 GHG Guidelines and the KP does not 

cnsure thai the physical law of conservation of matter is rigorously preserved in 

deriving net biospheric sink strengths. (Compliance with !his physical boundary 

condition can lead to greater uncertainty in the accounting). The accounting of net 

biospheric sink strengths under the KP is least trustworthy, exhibiting unacceptably 

great uncertainties thai may have crucial implications for implementing Article 3.3 

activities (afforeslation, reforestation, deforcstation) under the Protocol. 

3.2. Nationt1/-sca/e imp/ications 

In the ACDb ENERGY module, the national-scale effect on unccrtainty was 

studied using different accounting schemes thai arc consistent with one another. These 

calculations facilitate a direct and transparent understanding of both mean va lues and 

uncertainties. The tluee accounling schemes considcrcd fali inio the source/sink 

categories of the 1996 OHO Guidclines: (A) FCA as in the ACDb; (Il) PCA following 

the 1996 GHG Guidelines; and (C) FCA following the 1996 GHG Guidelines6• Three 

distinct and relevant results are shown in Table 1: 

Il 

6 (A) FCA as in the ACDb. This accounling schemc is delennined by the Jogic of the ACDb. Emissions 

from ENERGY are derived from the Ó.vterrelchi.,che l11fischadstofflnvent11r (OLI, Austrian Air Pollutant 

Jnvcntory) by taking into considcration only the cncrgy-rdated sourcc cntcgorics 1 (Energy), 2 (lndustrfaJ 

processcs: Iron and steel production: Combustion and calcination), and 6 (Waste: Ek:ctrification). The 

CO2 emissions that result from the buming of biogenie fucls and fue)wood enter the accounting. The 

remaining emissions/removals oppcar- ncglccting minor inconsistencics (sec Jonas and Nilsson, 2001: 

Section 4.2.5 for dctails)-in the other modules of the ACDb. 
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1. The uncertainty of C02 dominates the lota! uncertainty in all accounting 

schemes. FF-related C02 emissions (i.c., IPCC source categories I 

[Energy], 2 [Industrial processes], and 6 [Wasie: Elcctrification]) exhibit 

the small est relative uncertainty classcs, a situation thai is typical for many 

countries. 

2. An attempt to carry the bridging expcrience of "two-sidcd" statistics with 

the ACDb, applied to the FCA as under the 1996 GHG Guidelines, 

simulates and uncovcrs an cffect arising from unccrtaintics of the type 

emissions minus removals. Rcducing the total national C02 emissions by 

IPCC category 5 (LUCF) increases thcir relativc uncertainty (here, from 

class I to 3) undcr FCA, but not under PCA. This is because a practically 

identical LUCF sink strcngth (9. 15 versus 9.21 106 tC yr·1, both of which 

are estimates of the sink slrcngth of Auslria's exploitable forest) with a 

grcater relalivc uncertainty class (class 5 versus class 3) enters the FCA 

(D) PCA (or PGA) following the 1996 GHG Guidclincs. The cmissions from/rcmovals by all six 

source/sink categories are considcrcd and taken from OLI, following Austria's otlicial reporting 

proccdurcs. The unccrtainties underlying this accounting scheme were investigated by W. Winiwarter and 

R. Orthofer (2000) for CO2, CH.i, and N2O. (For an advanced comporison ofresults, we carry along N2O 

in the calculations.) The buming of biogenie fucls, fuclwood, and pcat as well as the on-site buming of 

straw is trcatcd as C02 neutral. 

(C) FCA (or FGA) following the 1996 GHG Guidclincs. This accounting schcmc is similar to the one in 

(B), but it utilizcs non-energy.rclated emissions/rcmovals frnm the ACDb to the extent they are specified 

(sce Jonas and Nilsson, 2001 : Section 4 .2.5 fordetails). The C02 emissions that rcsult from the buming of 

biogenie fuels and fuclwood as wcll as from the on-si te huming of straw enter the accow1ting. (For an 

advanced comparison of results, we carry n long N2O in the calculations.) 

• 



compared with the PCA7• We recall that a grcater unccrtainty induces a 

greaterVT. 
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3. Superimposing the highly uncertain cmissions of the non-C02 GHGs with 

the less uncertain C02 emissions can also induce the aforementioned 

effect8• The overall emissions carry a greater relative uncertainty and thus 

result in a greater VT. 

4. Conclusions 

Our top-down (Section 2) and bottom-up (Section 3) research shows thai the way 

in which national emissions are inventoried in the KP is in urgent need of fundamental 

methodological improvements. To guide the Protocol toward success: 

I. A robust FCA system (embedded in a proper full GHG accounting system) 

thai pennits the quantification ofuncertainties is required. Furthermore, 

the biosphere musi be treated as one system and musi not be split inio a 

Kyoto biosphere and a non-Kyoto biosphere. 

2. The two-points-in-time IPCC uncertainty concept musi be replaced by a 

robust signal detection concept thai allows tempora! verification. 

Furthermore, bifurcated rules (if not fully separate protocols) are needed 

that treat the more easily verificd nuxes (especially FF COi) differently 

from those that are more uncertain (notably, C02 sinks). 

7 See Tab. I: PGA and FGA Following !he 1996 GHG Guidelincs; Lines: Tola I w/o LUCF and Total; 

Column: Uncertainty (CO2). 

'See Tab. I: PGA Following the 1996 GHU Guidclincs; Line: Total; Columns: Uncertainty (CO2) and 

Uncertainty (CO,+cH,+N,O). 



3. An understanding musi be developed ofwhat the environmental criteria 

should be under the KP. Environmental objectives (c.g., sustainability 

criteria) are an esscntial precondition before economic measures are 

permitted to take effect. 

14 
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Simpllfied graphlcal represenlatlon lllustrating the lmportance of uncertalnty In the context of the 

KP, here addresslng the cruclal questlon of credlbllity whlle presupposlng verifiable net emisslon 

changes. The uncertalnty intervals of both Party I and Party li encompass the same Kyoto 

target, but whlch Party is mare credible for emlsslon trading? Party I exhiblts a greater 

uncertalnty lnterval, the mean of whlch undershoots the Kyoto target, while Party li exhiblts a 

smaller uncertalnty lnterval, the mean of whlch, however, does not comply wlth the Kyoto target. 

_J 
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Time 

Slmpllfied (llnear) graphlcal represenlatlon of the VT concept (as defined in Seclion 2.2) versus 

the two-polnts-in-time (here, t, and 12) assessment rea/ized emiss/on change vis-a-vis 

uncertalnty, where the two uncertainlies currenUy dlscussed (see text) are: lotal uncertalnly 

(e,.,.,) [here, e,01.,(t,) = e,.,.,(11)) and trend uncertalnly (e,,.,,.). The slgnal's dynamlcs deterrnlnes 

the time (VT) until the slgnal outstrips lts undertying tolal uncertainly, as shown with the help of 

a) VT < 12 - 11 and b) VT > 12- t,. In case b) the emission slgnal Is not yet detectable at 12. By 

contras!, the two-polnts-ln•Ume assessmenl realized emission change versus (lota/) uncertalnty 

of bolh a) and b) leads Io (proportionale) compliance al 12• 
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Time 

Slmpllfled lllustrallon of the llnear (a, b) and nonllnear (c, d) behavfour of VT wlth lhe help of the 

two partlally accounted, Kyoto-ellglble systems, PCA(FF) and PCA(FF+LUCF). a, b): Here, the 

two systems exhlblt ldenllcal effectlvc emlsslon slgnals, but different uncertalntles (,;,, and 

,;,,.,uc,, respectlvely, wlth ,;,, < e,F<Luc,) and thus differenl VTs. c, d): Here, Ihe FF+LUCF 

slgnal exhlblts a jumpy VT behavlour as a consequence of comblnlng a nonllnear FF slgnal by a 

LUCF slgnal wlth slow dynamlcs. (To glve a better overvlew, the LUCF slgnal has been omltted 

Ind).) The linear and nonlinear behavlour of the VT can be easlly checked by slowly lncreaslng 

the wldth of the light-grey bar (ewe,), beglnnlng from zero (Gustl and Jęda, 2002). 
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Box 1. Dual Constrained and Tempora! Verification 

Dual Constrained and Tempora! Verification 
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Assume thai we were able to repeatedly carry out dual constrained FCA for some terrestrial 

region at limes 11 and 11 (approprialely avcraged in space and time). Assume further that our 

bottom-up full carbon account would be higher rcsolved than our top-down full carbon account. 

Nevertheless, both the bottom-up and the top-down full carbon accounl would exhibit 

"reasonable" agreement, meaning that thcir mean atmosphcric net fluxes would be sufficiently 

close and could be characterized by a (total) unccrtainty, which would be "acceptable". 

However, although we would work boltom up-top down, i.e., apply dual constrained FCA, we 

could stili encounter potenlial difficultics, as the graph al the bottom of the figure shows. Here, 

for example, the change in the net emissions at 11 disappears within the uncertainty band. What 

musi be kepi in mind is thai our bottom up- top down FCA technique refcrs to net atmospheric 

emissions and their unccrtaintics, but we nced rnorc than this whcn cxplicitly considering time 

and ask.ing whcn the emission signal is outstripping uncertainty. To handle such situations, we 

havc to additionally utilize signal detection techniques to achievc robust and sound verification. 
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Table 1 Differences in the Accounting for Austria 

Auslria's 1990 encrgy-relaled emissions from lhe IPCC source categories I (Energy), 2 

(lnduslrial processes: Iron and sieci produclion: Combuslion and calcinalion), and 6 

(Wasie: Eleclrification) (A). This ACDb-consislenl accounling is contrasled with an 

accounling according Io lhe 1996 GHG Guidclincs, which is PGA based (B), and the 

same accounting but adjusted for FGA (C). 

lndustńnl Proccs.<1cs 7.74 Cla.'l, I 7.74 Cla.<i.'1 I 

Solvcnt and Other Product Use 

Agricullttte 

Lond-U5e Oaangc and Forcstry 

Wa.~c 0.20 Cla.v;J 0.20 C.18.'l'I 3 

Ti>fal 64.97 Class 1 65.20 . . 
... 

Chis!I 

B. PGA Followlng the 1996 GHG Guldelines 

Enc,gy 49.69 Clu.-..,.J 50.79 Cłu" I 

Industrial Proca'lcs 12.70 Cln.,;,, I 12.89 (,1M, I 

Solvcnt nnd Otl1er Product Use 0.54 Cln.'l'l4 0.77 CJa...,'14 

Agriadturc 5.59 Cla.'l'IS 

Land,.U5e a1angc a:1d Forcstry ~9.21 Cln.~3 - 9.21 Cla.'1113 

Wa,;tc 0.60 Cla...i.4 6,81 Cla!i54 

Tiiiahvlo tOcr 63:54 ·er,;,. I :16,85 ClttsH 

'Totai S4:32 Class I 6.1.64 Chi~~) : . 

C. FGA Following the 1996 GHG Guideline, 

Eno-gy 57.03 C.111.'l'I I 57.85 Cla.<i.'ll 

Indu.Urial Proccsscs 12.45 C.1a.'IS I 12.64 Cl1U.,I 

Solvent and Other Product U!!e 0.54 Cla.AA4 0.77 C,1a.'\.'14 

Agria1lturc 0.05 C.111.uS 6.84 Cla,;s4 

Laud Use Chnngc nnd forestry -9.15 C.,n.'l'15 -9.15 Cla.'l'iS 

Wa.,;tc 0.77 Cla.'l-.4 6.97 CJa...,~4 

Total w/o LUCF 70.84 Class J 8S.07 Clossl 

Total 61.69 Class 3 7S.92 Class 3 








